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Q&A
ANNABEL FAN: I remember seeing M. Butterfly when I was a lit major in

M. Butterfly Comes to Broadway
As a new production of M. Butterfly premieres this fall on Broadway, three Choate alumni
– producers Ben Feldman ’86 and Annabel Fan ’86, and actor Jin Ha ’08 – find themselves
engaged in a creative process of collaboration and trust.

B: After Choate, you earned an MBA from Wharton and a law degree from Columbia.

orbits. It’s not so cut and dry as Song the spy or Song the deceptive lover. It’s
about what attracts two people to each other. It’s about what keeps two people
attracted. It’s about what seemingly insurmountable barriers keep two people
apart and how infinitely simple but complicated love can render those physical,
psychological, emotional, spiritual obstacles completely powerless.
B: One of the themes of Hamilton is captured in the second-act song “Who Lives,
Who Dies, Who Tells Your Story.” In your view is M. Butterfly Gallimard’s story,
or Song Liling’s?
JH: Haha. I bet you can guess what my answer is. Let’s say it’s Gallimard’s story
in that he is technically our narrator. But it would be impossible for him to tell
his story successfully without mine.

What are you doing now?
AF: I’ve had a fairly non-linear career – I was an M&A lawyer for several years,

ran my own start-up, and more recently, I’ve been in in fintech.
B: Annabel, having known Ben as a classmate, did this create an immediate bond
of trust? Have you stayed in touch with Ben through the years?
AF: Most definitely. I keep in touch with quite a few of our classmates and
found the bond that we have very difficult to replicate with the people you
meet later in life. Ben and I have kept in and out of touch over the years and
then ran into each other at a furniture store. What I love about the friendships I
have from Choate is that you pick up right where you left off – there’s a certain
trust you develop with your friends because you grow up together in an environment independent of your family.

BULLETIN: Ben, how did you make the leap from entertainment lawyer, protecting

your clients in the entertainment industry from excessive risk, to taking on the
personal financial risk involved as Tony-award winning producer of Broadway shows?
BEN FELDMAN: You know, when Diane Paulus was introducing her ideas for

the Pippin revival up at A.R.T., they invited some investors. I was working on
the show, from a legal perspective, but wanted to see it – and my family was up
in Gloucester. So I invited them to join me. There were also cousins of mine
there – Boston people that I did not even realize were related to me until then.
Many people seemed to want to invest through me so I kind of caught the bug.
This was in 2011. As it turns out, not a single person from that day put in a
dime, but it was too late, I was already on board for at least a million dollars.
Also as one of the Pippin producers is known for saying, “A smart producer does
not take a financial risk – he or she raises the money.”

B: Jin, a four-year student at Choate, you were elected class president every year,
and you were the first Asian American elected Student Council president. A 2016
graduate of NYU’s Tisch School of the Arts, you were also the first Asian American
to be cast as Aaron Burr in the Chicago Cast of Hamilton. On your opening night,
you proudly noted on your Instagram #firstasianBurr. Did you feel the import of
breaking these barriers? David Henry Hwang was also the first Asian American
playwright to win a Tony. Do you feel a connection to the playwright as you are
getting into character?
JIN HA: I was cast as an understudy of Aaron Burr in the original Chicago company of Hamilton. To answer your question, yes. A resounding yes. As a person
of color in the performing arts, my body is, whether I like it or not, political. By
that, I mean the dearth of performance opportunities and of stories in mainstream American entertainment that artists of Asian descent can easily participate in makes it so that whenever an audience sees an Asian/Pacific Islander
actor onstage or onscreen – it’s hard not to notice that person’s race, and notice
how that person’s racial identity fits or doesn’t fit into our expectations of the
character before the actor utters a single word. That’s been my experience both
as an actor and as an avid viewer. Consequently, I feel a profound responsibility to highlight, uplift, and support wider representation of API people and our
lived experiences – as the lighthouses before me, such as David Henry Hwang,
have and continue to do in art today.

B: Do you get involved in the creative side of a production as well?
BF: I am actually someone who has strong creative passions. I love to read

plays, for example, and consider myself an expert on dramatists and dramaturgy. My uncle was the great, Worcester Mass., playwright, S.N. Behrman.
Sometimes I just lie and say he was my grandfather. But no – I love to let the
director and writers follow their vision … for whatever reason I am much more
into the money aspects. Thank goodness no one listened to me at the M. Butterfly
advertising meetings. We ended up with the greatest key art, but the initial poster
that I preferred, I realize now, looked like an ad for a West Elm furniture store
in Phoenix.
B: Ben, how did you get Annabel to invest in the production?
BF: Annabel was my classmate at Choate, and I bumped into her a couple

years ago in the city. I was really impressed with how successful she was, and
in addition she had this great family and was the same pragmatic Annabel. I
admired her. When I started with M. Butterfly, I was like, I wish I knew someone who
understood China, and me – and then it was like a eureka moment. I think, especially
today, it is racist, inappropriate, and unfair to assume certain qualities apply to
a certain race, but there are things about Annabel I admire that I think of as
Chinese. Likewise, there are things about me that she loves from my heritage.
The important thing to know is, she exceeded any hope I could have, and we
get each other’s humor, which may be because we went to Choate together.
B: Annabel, you were a two-year student at Choate, wrote for The News, and
earned varsity letters in field hockey, ice hockey, and lacrosse. Your sixth form
dean, Art Goodearl, noted that you were “highly motivated and intellectually
curious” and said you were a “unique social catalyst.” M. Butterfly deconstructs
some preconceptions of race, gender, and sexuality. Is this what attracted you to
the production?

college in 1988. At the time, there were very few Asian American writers and
David Henry Hwang’s success was groundbreaking. It wasn’t just the play’s
internal narrative that was compelling in its deconstruction of what love can be
– for me, it was also M. Butterfly’s external narrative that was equally powerful
– about representation of Asian Americans in the arts and reframing preconceptions about race. I couldn’t pass up the opportunity to work with Ben. I
really consider it a project of passion to be able to support this revival. I think
the idea of reintroducing this story to a new audience, a different generation
experiencing their own narratives, is so exciting.

B: Director of the Arts Paul Tines said that you were a triple threat in musical
theater: “he sings, he acts, he dances,” and noted, “Jin understands how to break
down a character, and how to analyze dialogue, looking for character motivation.”
What is your approach to the character motivation of Song Liling in M. Butterfly,
who is a spy extracting state secrets as well as a deceptive lover?
JH: I’d first of all like to acknowledge that Paul Tines is a god of a director and
was an overflowing beacon of inspiration, joy, and love for the hundreds of
students who had the privilege to work with him at Choate – including both
Ha siblings. My sister Jeein graduated in 2000. In regards to my approach to
Song – without giving anything away – I think our production will provide an
even more complex and enthralling central relationship around which the play
Actor Clive Owen and newcomer Jin Ha ’08. Photo credit: M. Butterfly, Josef Astor

1986 classmates Annabel Fan and Ben Feldman.

